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The United Arab Emirates  or simply the Emirates, is a country in Western Asia 
(The Middle East). It is located at the eastern end of the Arabian Peninsula and 
shares borders with Oman and Saudi Arabia, while having maritime borders in the 
Persian Gulf with Qatar and Iran. Abu Dhabi is the nation's capital, while Dubai, the 
most populous city, is an international hub.

The United Arab Emirates is an elective monarchy formed from a federation of 
seven emirates, consisting of Abu Dhabi (the capital), Ajman, Dubai, Fujairah, Ras 
Al Khaimah, Sharjah and Umm Al Quwain.[14] Each emirate is governed by an 
emir and together the emirs form the Federal Supreme Council. The members of 
the Federal Supreme Council elect a president and Vice President from among 
their members. In practice, the emir of Abu Dhabi serves as president while the 
ruler of Dubai is Vice President and also prime minister.[15] In 2013, the country 
had a population of 9.2 million, of which 1.4 million were Emirati citizens and 7.8 
million were expatriates.[16][17][18] As of 2020, the United Arab Emirates has 
an estimated population of roughly 9.9 million.[19]
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Discover Dubai



Dubai Cultural City
Guided City Tour for a Half Day

Enjoy a special cultural walking tour in the pedestrian-friendly Al Seef 
neighborhood. This freshly finished Arabian 1950s-style souk offers a 
firsthand look at customs unique to the Emirati people as well as an 
accurate look back at earlier eras of life in Dubai.

The tour begins in the Bur Dubai district and travels along Al Seef to 
the gorgeous Bastakia before continuing on to the Dubai Shindaga 
Museum, which is situated next to Dubai Creek and offers visitors the 
chance to see, touch, and smell Dubai's history.

Embark on an Abra (water taxi) to get across Dubai Creek to the Spice 
Souk, where the fragrances of the Orient come together. Before you 
return, there is time to shop in the most famous landmark of Dubai – 
the Gold Souk.

Schedule: PM/ On Request
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Mega Dubai Tour

"Enjoy a Dubai Tour that covers the whole city and allows you to discover its 
main attractions from three perspectives: Sea, Land and Sky. A tour that also 
allows you to feel the contrasts of the town OLD and NEW, guided by a 
German and English-speaking guide."

See how Dubai evolved into the modern
destination it is today.

Tour Points: Schedule: Half Day PM/ On Request

Your journey
starts here 

1 hour 
Marina Cruise 

Atlantis 
Photo stop

Burj Al Arab 
Photo stop

Dubai Frame 
Ticket
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Schedule:  Half Day Morning Tour

Burj Khalifa general admission included 
No meals or soft drinks included

Modern Dubai City • Visit The Dubai Mall (excluding Aquarium)
• A drive around the Dubai Marina and Jumeirah Beach Residence area
• Photo stop opposite to the luxurious Atlantis The Palm Hotel
• Visit the Souk Madinat Jumeirah

Madinat Jumeirah

Dubai Mall

• Experience the future of Dubai 

• Burj Khalifa ticket to the 
  Observation Deck
  (included)

• Explore Dubai’s rich traditional 
  Bedouin heritage and today’s 
  futuristic skyline of the city

Burj Khalifa

 Dubai Marina
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Tour With Burj Khalifa

VISIT



Schedule:  Half Day Morning / Afternoon

This fascinating half day tour provides an insight into

City of Merchants
Dubai City Tour 

• Photo stop at the Burj Al Arab
• Photo stop at the Jumeirah Mosque
• Bastakiya
• Crossing the creek by traditional Abra (water taxi)
• Spice and Gold Souks

Dubai’s rich history
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No meals or soft drinks included



Schedule:  Full Day Afternoon Tour

Boat Cruise Marina, Burj Khalifa 124FL 
Dinner included
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• Your adventure will continue in a conventional boat as it passes by 
    Dubai Harbor, the world's largest artificial marina.
• Drive to The Palm for a photo stop at Atlantis the Palm Hotel
• Visit Dubai Mall and Souk A Bahar
• Burj Khalifa ticket to the Observation Deck (included)
• End your tour with dinner Explore

"Dubai Top 5" tour

the sights of the
city through our exclusive
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City Sightseeing
Hop-On Hop-Off Bus Tour
 

Hop-On Hop-Off Bus Tour
with panoramic views of dubai

Our first stop is at Dubai Mall, which is the size of 50 football pitches, and 
home to more than a thousand shops and an aquarium! And when you come 
out, make sure you look up and you’ll see the Burj Khalifa, the world’s tallest 
building, which is more than twice the height of the Empire State Building and 
one of the wonders of the modern world.

Founded as a fishing village in the 18th century, Dubai today is one of the 
world’s most modern and popular tourist destinations. It’s a place that has 
been built using the full power of the human imagination. Take our hop-on 
hop-off tour and we’ll show you just how amazing it is.

Dubai isn’t all cutting-edge modernity though. The Al Fahidi Historical 
Neighborhood was built before the oil boom of the 1970s, when Dubai was 
much smaller. You can wander its old streets and visit its fascinating

traditional buildings, many of which are home to cultural attractions such 
as museums and galleries. Don’t miss the Gold and Spice Souks. They’re a 
treat for the senses, with the fragrant scents of spices from around the 
world and the stunning allure of gold, platinum and diamonds.

Madinat Jumeirah is one of the jewels in the city’s tourism crown. This 
enormous 5-star complex might resemble a traditional Arab town, but it’s 
actually one of the world’s leading and most luxurious holiday resorts.
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Note: Meals or drinks not included

Schedule:  Full Day
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Schedule: 
Half Day / PM

BBQ Dinner with unlimited
soft drinks are included

The Desert safari tour departs in the 
afternoon with photo-stops during an 
exciting dune drive and a stop at a camel 
farm. Enjoy the beautiful sunset views of 
the desert.
You have the opportunity to do camel 
riding, sand boarding and try out henna 
design. Witness the traditional folk dance, 
‘Tanoura’, that is sure to mesmerize you.  

Enjoy Arabian hospitality with dates and Arabic coffee. After working up an 
appetite, enjoy a delicious barbecue dinner. Before heading back, watch the 
oriental belly dance performance.

Desert Safari
with BBQ Dinner
(Sharing / Private 4WD)
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The Balloon experience is so much more than just a hot air balloon ride. 
Floating at sunrise over the pristine dunes of the Dubai desert is 
something you will never forget.

Your bucket list experience continues with a drive on vintage Land 
Rovers through the desert to reach an authentic heritage desert camp 
nestled in a Royal desert retreat.

Your ultimate desert adventure ends with a gourmet breakfast 
and if you wish, a short camel ride. After an unforgettable 
morning in a magical setting in the desert, you’ll return to Dubai 
with your appetite for adventure fully satisfied!

Schedule:  Early Morning (Sunrise Trip)
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Experience the Royal Desert Fortress Safari, as we combine our world-class 
sunset dune bashing adventure with a five-star Arabian fortress dining 
experience set deep in the Dubai desert oasis, surrounded by indigenous 
exotic wildlife.

Itinerary: 

• Pick-up from the Dubai hotel at 2:30 pm-4:30 pm. The exact time of 
pickup will be informed to you after the booking. 
• Dune bashing for 30-40 minutes 
• Arrive at the Sahara Desert fortress camp at 6 pm. As you soak in the 
authentic atmosphere at Sahara Desert Fortress, enjoy a luxury five-star 
buffet, drinks and delectable, sweet desserts.
• Enjoy thrilling live entertainment such as an acrobatic fire show and 
other fun activities. 
Return to Dubai at 9:30 pm, the total experience will last approximately 
six hours.

BBQ Dinner & Live entertainment at

Royal Safari with 5  

Stars

Schedule: Half Day/PM

BBQ Dinner with unlimited soft
drinks included

 Sahara Desert Fortress
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Take part in a thrilling, action-filled evening safari in the desert. Enjoy a 
high-speed dune bashing excursion in a 4 wheel drive, ride a dune buggy for 
30 minutes across the dunes, and enjoy a camel ride. End the evening with a 
delicious BBQ buffet dinner at a beautiful desert camp, accompanied by 
traditional music and dancing.

Jeep Wrangler Safari 

• Jeep wrangler Self Drive 45 Minutes
•   Buggy self drive 30 Minutes 
• Trained Leader in 4x4 Car
• Visit The Camel Farm
• Top Dune Sunset Photos stop
• Camel Riding for Taking Photos
• Folkloric Tanoora Dance Performance
• Sand Boarding & Skiing
• Henna Tattoo 
• Open BBQ Dinner Buffet 
• Dune Bashing Session
• Belly Dancer
• Fire Show

Schedule: Half Day / PM

BBQ Dinner with unlimited soft
drinks are included
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Mega Safari 
DUNE DRIVE AND 30 MINUTES BUGGY

BBQ Dinner with unlimited soft
drinks are includedSchedule: Half Day / PM



Heritage Desert Safari
Experience the most awarded Desert Safari in Dubai. Take a step back in time 
and experience Dubai as it was in the 1950s on an adventure in the Dubai 
desert with a professional conservation guide. Spot native wildlife like Arabian 
oryx in the Dubai Desert Conservation Reserve and stop at a Ghaf tree forest 
in the dunes for the most spectacular photo opportunities in the desert. 
Witness a spectacular falcon show by a professional falconer and watch these 
magnificent birds in full flight. Learn about ancient training techniques and 
how the Bedouin used falcons for hunting. Enjoy the views of the Arabian sun 
setting as the backdrop over the sand dunes.

Afterwards, arrive at an authentic Bedouin camp, gently lit with traditional 
lamps and nestled inside an exclusive desert retreat. Discover the rich culture 
and traditions of Dubai’s heritage with live demonstrations of Arabic coffee 
and bread making, henna painting, camel rides, and traditional performances. 
Feast on a four-course dinner under the stars, afterwards relax in our Arabic 
Majilis area and try some shisha (hubbly bubbly), if you desire.

21 22

Start your tour with a scenic drive in a rugged 4WD vehicle to reach the desert. An 
exhilarating drive over the pristine sand dunes brings passes an unusual rock 
formation Fossil Rock. Going deeper you stop to make an incredible discovery at 
Camel Rock. Stop here for photos amidst the high dunes and enjoy light 
refreshments.

Continue southeast through the imposing Hajjar mountains to reach the oasis town 
of Hatta. On arrival the Honey-bee Garden is your first stop where you learn about 
the fascinating art of beekeeping and honey making. Visit the Heritage Village next 
with time to explore the country’s past at this open-air museum. Afterwards you 
make your way to Hatta Dam affording amazing views to make many a shutterbug 
happy. From here you drive back.

Hatta and Mountain Safari 

Schedule: Morning – Daily Except Fri
Duration: 6-7 hours (approx.)
Transportation: 4WD Jeep
Inclusions: Picnic Breakfast, Entrance Fees

Schedule: Half Day/PM Dinner & soft drinks included



YELLOW
BOAT DUBAI

Note: No meals or drinks
included

Discover Dubai with our recommended 
Premium Tour. This tour shows you 
everything! Start your trip around the 
stunning vista of Dubai Marina and 
then venture into the open water 
where you will see Ain Dubai.

Cruise around the amazing Palm Jumeirah and pause for a perfect photo 
opportunity at the Atlantis and Burj Al Arab. Our tour then heads back along 
the coast with the spectacles of the Royal Palaces, Palm Lagoon and on to the 
Marina.

or
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HERO BOAT
DUBAI
Get ready for the adventure of a lifetime with the 
only opportunity in Dubai to drive your own boat!

Note: No meals or soft drinks included

Experience what it’s like to be the captain on this unique voyage which stops along 
the coastline at Dubai’s iconic landmarks for the perfect photo opportunities.

Along the way, the guides share interesting tales and fun facts about Dubai’s most 
famous areas. Feel the thrill of reaching speeds of up to 50 km/hr on these fun, 
safe and untippable HERO boats.

Fun for the whole family, you can become a HERO, conquer the ocean and be the 
master of your own vessel!

25 26

Schedule: On Request



Schedule: On Request

Marina Dhow
Cruise Dinner 

Canal Cruise
Dinner

Where heritage meets modernity, our Dubai Marina 
Sightseeing Tour gives you the chance to explore 
Marina, beaming with a unique history and sleek 
architecture...this tour captures Dubai at its best.

Spend a relaxing evening cruising in our Luxury Dhow offering best of glass 
enclosed & al fresco dining experience.

Schedule: On Request

Gently cruise along the banks of Dubai Water Canal offering stunning 
views to capture, along with a scrumptious international buffet dinner as 
you soak up the city’s bustling atmosphere with our delectable food.
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Musandam
Khasab

Khasab is the capital of Musandam and it’s popular for 
Fjords, Coral Reef, colored fishes and Dolphin. The sea here 
is famous for its rich treasure of seafood and also for its 
beautiful crystal-clear water that provides an ideal place for 
snorkeling and diving. Going on a Dhow Cruise is a fantastic 
way to see the spectacular Fjords and the surrounding 
scenery.

Our Dhow Cruise takes you to the Khor Sham fjord where 
the natural community of dolphins are welcoming you to 
the silence of sea and we do have two anchoring for 
snorkel and swimming near to the historical Telegraph 
Island also known as Jazīrat al Maqlab or Jazīrat Şaghīr 
and the Seebi Island.

Swim and snorkel among the colorful sea life and under 
water life in Telegraph and Seebi is one of the best ways 
to make yourself happy in the present is to recall happy 
times from the past. 

The experience of witnessing the parade of big marine life 
finning along the edge of a reef wall tends not limited 
during your Full Day Khasab Cruise with us. The guests 
will be offered safety jackets and snorkeling kit as a part 
of the tour and indeed you will have mouthwatering sea 
food lunch on dhow.

Schedule: Full Day Tour - On Request
Lunch & soft drinks included
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PRIVATE LUXURY YACHT
IN DUBAI

The VIP cabins are the full width of the yacht’s beam and include 
comfortable beds and aesthetic furnishing all around, providing beautiful 
panoramic views. Guests can choose the urbane dining area inside or the 
modern saloon that invites one to spend relaxing moments with friends 
and family.

The spacious areas on the fore, aft and sun deck invite you to 
enjoy life in open air and to take in all the great views and 
landmarks through the duration of your cruise. The huge sun 
deck area with a BBQ setup is an ideal setting for moon & 
star-light prominent dining or partying. (BBQ is on request 
with additional payment).

03 HOURS
MINIMUM Enjoy your day onboard a stunning VIP 

luxurious yacht offering sleek exterior 
lines and superb interior luxury.
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35FT Boat
Trip 

The 35 ft boat is a high-powered sports cruiser, with ample space and a 
light modern interior, designed for comfortable cruising and 
entertainment. A wider beam accentuates the cockpit experience making 
it more open and inviting.
The boat is equipped with an entertainment area in the cockpit and the 
clever use of space on deck gives the impression of being on a much 
larger boat.

Dubai is among the favorite sailfish destinations in the world. If you are a sea 
sport enthusiast or simply love fishing, then our 3-hour yacht rental is perfect 
for you. Our sails will carry you far away from your urban worries.
Hop on our yacht, be it summer or winter, to explore the mysteries of the 
Arabian Gulf. Relax in the deep waters and experience the exuberant marine 
life of Dubai. We offer you the joy of fishing as well as the thrills of the sea.

3
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Note: No meals or soft drinks included.
Schedule: On Request

Fishing Tour 
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Helicopter
Tours
Depart from Dubai Police Academy  
Helipad and experience mesmerizing 
sites of the Palm Jumeirah and Burj 
Al Arab’s iconic structure. 

As your aerial tour continues, fly 
above the astonishing Dubai beaches. 
Enjoy  the mesmerizing views of the 
amazing architectural masterpiece of 
Burj Khalifa – the tallest building in 
the world, the Dubai Canal, and other 
artistically built skyscrapers at the 
Business Bay.

Schedule: On Request

Note: No meals or soft
drinks included
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The Museum of the Future welcomes people of all ages to see, touch, 
and shape our shared future.  Go on a journey through possible futures 
and bring hope and knowledge back to the present. The Museum of the 
Future is the first museum of its kind. Built to transform the very 
perception of the future as we know it, the unique structure has become 
home to several immersive future environments that aim to position 
visitors in an empowering version of the future. Through distinctive 
themes, it elicits a world we thought we could only experience 50 years 
from now. 

Visitors become active participants in an expansive experience that taps 
into all five senses. By meaningfully merging aspects of science, 
technology and spirituality, the Museum inspires humanity to re-imagine 
the future and all its possibilities. 
 
One of the most complex and ambitious projects ever executed, with an 
instantly iconic inimitable exterior. Rising 77-metres above the ground and 
comprising 1,024 unique stainless steel composite panels, the façade is 
adorned in Arabic calligraphy, displaying three quotes written by His 
Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Ruler of Dubai. 

Museum
of the Future

3837

Schedule: On Request



Level 148

Enjoy a personalized tour, guided by a guest ambassador.
Step out onto the world’s highest observation deck with an outdoor 
terrace at 555 meters.

Treat yourself to delectable refreshments at SKY lounge.
Explore Dubai’s most famous landmarks with a unique interactive 
experience, using motion senses.
Continue your journey to levels 125 and 124.

Burj Khalifa SKY The Lounge Burj Khalifa
Level 152, 153, 154

Explore the world’s highest lounge at 585 meters above the ground and 
immerse yourself in the clouds with an exclusive tour of the outdoor terrace. 
Delight in an impeccable selection of the finest teas and coffees or enjoy a 
house beverage or glass of bubbly complimented by gourmet canapes

Ticket only
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Burj Khalifa Observation Deck

Ticket only

Level 125

At 456 meters, the level 125 of the Burj Khalifa offers a spacious 
deck, tastefully decorated in Arabic Mashrabiya for a stunning 
360-degree view.
Capture your Burj Khalifa moments forever and integrate reality 
and special effects with green screen photography. Set off on a 
virtual reality experience to the pinnacle of Burj Khalifa.

Level 124

Be thrilled by the world’s fastest double deck elevators, cruising 
at 10 m/s. Take a closer look at the world below through high 
powered telescopes.
Step out onto the public outdoor observation terrace 
overlooking the ever-growing skyline.
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The Aquaventure Waterpark promises a world of excitement that will make 
you feel different in the water in more ways than one. Get your pulses racing 
on over 30 slides and attractions, make your way through the raging rapids, 
and relax on a 1 km stretch of a private beach.

For thousands of years, people have been searching for the lost city of 
Atlantis. Discover mysteries of the deep and learn fascinating facts about 
marine life while you watch 65,000 marine animals swim in the Ambassador 
Lagoon. Take a behind-the-scenes tour or dive into the depths with an 
aquarium experience.

These unique aquarium programs allow guests to delve deeper into the 
fascinating world of these precious animals, while gaining insight into how we 
look after them. We strive to build an enduring connection with marine life 
and to encourage greater pro-nature conservation behaviors.

Aquaventure & Lost Chambers

Day Pass 
On Request
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Catch up with all the awesomeness 
that waits across our four studio 
zones which include 40 world-class 
attractions. 

With awesome rides, attractions and live shows, there's something for everyone 
at LEGOLAND Dubai Theme Park!

Dubai Parks
Picture Studios:
•  SMURFS
•  LIONSGATE
•  DREAMWORKS ANIMATION
•  COLUMBIA PICTURES

Create memories as you experience
MOTIONGATE™ theme park.

Motion Gate Legoland

Ticket only

Ticket only

45 46

Bollywood Parks 

Get your One day two parks ticket to Dubai Parks and Resorts and enjoy full 
day access at MOTIONGATE™ Dubai, BOLLYWOOD PARKS™ Dubai, 
LEGOLAND® Dubai or LEGOLAND® Water Park. Buy your ticket today to 
experience the amazing attractions!

Ticket only



Burj Al Arab 

Dubai Frame is an iconic structure that ‘frames’ 
impressive views of old and new Dubai, while serving as 
a metaphorical bridge connecting the emirate’s rich past 
with its magnificent present. Offering spectacular 
panoramic views across the city, Dubai Frame celebrates 
the story of Dubai from its early establishment to its 
ambitious plans for future development.

 
To enrich your dining experience, the sumptuous 
fare of delicacies is served against the backdrop 
of breathtaking views comprising Palm 
Jumeirah, World Island, and panoramic coastline 
that stretches along the Arabian Gulf. 

Burj Al Arab – the magnificent, seven-star hotel 
soaring to a height of 321 meters. Whether 
your taste bud craves for Arabic, Far East Asian 
or International cuisines, Burj Al Arab provides 
access to luxurious options to suit every taste.

DUBAI 

Ticket only

FRAMEFRAME

The UAE’s latest cultural landmark,

Restaurants

45

On Request
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The View on level 52 of the iconic Palm Tower offers panoramic, 
360-degree views of Palm Jumeirah, the Arabian Gulf and beyond from 
an outdoor terrace and a premium lounge. 
Spot iconic landmarks and hidden gems of this beautiful city.

• First stop with The View. The Observatory is 240 meters high on 

the level of 52 and offers panoramic, 360-degree views of Palm 

Jumeirah, the Arabian Gulf, and beyond.

• Shopping time at Nakheel Mall for one hour

• Take a ride on the monorail to Atlantis, The Palm

• Visit The Lost Chambers Aquarium to learn fascinating facts 

about marine life while you watch 65,000 marine animals swim in the 

Ambassador Lagoon.

• Take another ride to The Pointe Dubai’s iconic waterfront 

destination. Where you can shop at Dubai’s most luxurious stores 

overlooking spectacular views.

• You can also enjoy one of the Palm Fountain, the world’s largest 

musical fountain, mesmerizing shows.

• The tour will end with a set menu dinner at Meshico restaurant - 

The soul of Mexico

Palma De Jumeriah is our new exclusive tour in Dubai. You will get 
the opportunity to experience The Palm Jumeriah like never before. 
The tour will include the following visits:

The View at
The Palm

At 240 meters high,

49 50

Schedule: On Request

Dinner with soft drinks included

Palma De Jumeriah

Ticket only



Ras Al Khaimah is best lauded for its astounding mix of art, culture, and 
obviously, scenic landscape with unparalleled desert sands, picturesque 
mountains, and beaches. 

Among many of the historic and cultural 
landmarks you’ll trip on this tour 
National Museum of Ras Al Khaimah.Ras Al Khaimah
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Suwaidi Pearls Farm Tour is in the Al Rams area in Ras Al Khaimah, UAE. The 
Pearls Farm is on the sea in a floating structure called Pontoon. For the first 
time in history, the region is now farming Arabian Pearls in the surrounding 
seas. This historic development links the past to the future and is the defining 
journey from historic natural pearls to the pearls of the region today.

The beauty of the surroundings and the surreal experience leads to guests 
prolonging the visiting hours between strolling around the farmhouse, looking 
and choosing accessories or pearls, inquiring, and asking questions, or simply 
just enjoying the natural environment.

The tour will end with a visit to a local Emirati house which includes several 
sections illustrating the history of the emirate. There will be a local 
traditionally lunch to be served to the guest.

PEARL FARM
RAS AL KHAIMAH

The whole experience is on the sea. 

PEARL FARM 

The Emirate of Ras Al Khaimah has an impressive archaeological 
heritage and rich cultural history. This area has enticed settlers with its 
unique combination of the four different landscapes found in the United 
Arab Emirates: striking mountains, coastal beaches and mangroves, and 
the desert.
This tour will take around the old city of Ras Al Khaimah to explore 
different areas and spots. The itinerary will include the following:
• National Museum of Ras Al Khaimah
• Mohamed Bin Salim Mosque
• Old Souks
• Fish Market
• Al Qawasim Corniche

Cultural Tour Ras Al Khaimah 
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The fastest flight section takes you to a 9-tonne glass-bottomed 
Insta-worthy platform that resembles a hovering bird of prey suspended 80 
meters above the ground. From here, your final flight will be the much shorter 
and relatively sedate 1 km zipline that finally takes you to the terra firma at 
the foot of the mountains.

The professionally trained team is committed to offer the 
most exciting flying experience whilst providing the highest 
standards of excellence and safety. Each participant will be 
fitted correctly with the right over-suit and superhero-style 
horizontal harness that allows you to fly 2.83 km 
aerodynamically at high speeds.

Jais Flight is the longest zipline in the world at 2.83km. Soar across 
jagged mountain peaks and swoop through deep ravines at hair-raising 
speeds of up to 150 kmph. Three minutes of adrenaline-pumping 
adventure at 1680 meters above the Arabian Gulf will leave you with an 
once-in-a-lifetime sense of superhero magic.

Jais Flight is located atop the cloud-piercing Jebel Jais Mountain peak in 
Ras Al Khaimah, the northern-most Emirate in the UAE. 

If you are a thrill-seeker, you will enjoy the adrenaline-fueled experience 
that takes you at cascading speeds of between 120 kmph and 150 kmph 
for almost a three hair-raising minute ride across deep ravines, canyons 
and through jagged peaks that lie 1680 meters above sea level. 

Jebel Jais Zip Line 

On Request
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EXPLORE 
ABU DHABI

 Top 5

PRO
GRAM

Yas Island – Photo stop at YMC
& Ferrari World (01 and Half Hour to 02 Hour)

Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque Visit 

Tour Duration:
Between 06 ½ hrs to 07 ½ hrs
(including the pickup & drop off from Abu Dhabi Hotels)

 (01 and Half Hour to 02 Hour)
Louvre Museum Visit

Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque timings are
upon available time slot. 
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 (15 – 20 minutes)
Heritage Village or Date Market Visit 

Emirates Palace photo stop
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UAE Understanding Tour Louvre Abu Dhabi 

Louvre Abu Dhabi is a new cultural beacon, bringing different cultures 
together to shine fresh light on the shared stories of humanity.

The origins of Louvre Abu Dhabi date back to March 2007. The UAE and 
France formed an unprecedented partnership for cultural exchange, and the 
highlight of this would be the establishment of Louvre Abu Dhabi on Saadiyat 
Island. The partnership combines the UAE’s bold vision of cultural 
progression and openness, with France’s expertise in the world of art and 
museums. It explores the shared themes that reveal and connect humanity.

The result is Louvre Abu Dhabi. It represents the dynamic nature of the 
contemporary Arab world while celebrating the region’s vibrant multicultural 
heritage. Agence France-Muséums – 17 of France’s most renowned cultural 
institutions – coordinates the loan of artworks to this UAE museum and 
provides management expertise.

Tour Duration: Between 12 hrs to 13 hrs
including the pickup & drop off from Abu Dhabi Hotels

• Louvre Museum
• Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque
• Dubai Marina
• Palm Jumeirah
• Burj Al Arab photo stop at 
  the beach

Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque & Burj Khalifa timings are upon 
available time slot. 

• Arrive at Dubai Mall
• Burj Khalifa visit + Water
  Fountain Show
• Departure to Abu Dhabi

Note: Meals or soft drinks not included

No meals or soft drinks included
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World Abu DhabiFerrari 

The fast lane to family fun, the Ferrari World Abu Dhabi is the 
world’s first Ferrari-branded theme park and the largest 
attraction of its kind.

• Global attraction and over 20 state-of-the-art attractions for the 
entire family.
• The world’s fastest roller coaster - Formula Rossa.
• 62 meters adrenaline G-Force ride above the height of the roof.
• Change pace with the more relaxed tour of miniature Italy aboard 
Bell’Italia or a Ferrari factory tour at Made in Maranello.
• Italian dining and café delicacies throughout.
• Ferrari-themed shopping opportunities.

Ticket only

Yas Island
Abu Dhabi
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Warner Bros. World™
Abu Dhabi 

Yas Water world
Abu Dhabi

The excitement begins at the Warner Bros. Plaza, your portal to our uniquely themed 
lands including Bedrock, Dynamite Gulch, Cartoon Junction, Gotham City and 
Metropolis. Are you hungry for action and adventure or a dash of whimsical fun? 
Experience 29 state-of-the-art exhilarating rides, interactive family-friendly 
attractions and unique live entertainment for memories that will last a lifetime.

Don’t miss the chance to walk alongside some of the world’s most iconic characters, 
including Batman, Superman and Wonder Woman, and watch your childhood 
memories come to life as you meet Bugs Bunny, Scooby-Doo, Tom and Jerry and 
your favorite modern stone-age family, The Flintstones.

The world’s first ever Warner Bros. branded indoor theme park! As you set 
foot through the iconic Warner Bros. shield, prepare to be transported to the 
lands of your favorite characters for a one-of-a-kind immersive experience.

Splash around at Yas Island:
Situated next to the Formula 1 Grand Prix Circuit on Yas Island, this 
15-hectare waterpark is an ideal attraction for a family day out.

• Largest Flow Barrel in the Middle East, with a three meters wave.
• Advanced rides catering to the entire family.
• 43 rides, slides and attractions including four one-of-a-kind water park 
rides.
• Restaurants and shops.
• Option to combine with Ferrari World Abu Dhabi.

Ticket only
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The National Aquarium 
The National Aquarium Abu Dhabi is the largest aquarium in the Middle 
East and is home to 46,000 species spread across 10 zones spanning from 
the tropical waters of the Pacific and freshwaters of the Amazon through to 
the frozen ice caps of the Arctic and the caves of the Mediterranean.

The ten-zone theme hosts more than 300 species. The aquarium is home to 
more than 200 sharks and rays, representing 25 different species.
All of the animals are obtained according to guidelines and are cared for by 
a team of 80 sea-life experts. 

Join the once in a lifetime experience that you will never forget!

Representing the passion and love of the Arab Bedouins, falcons are the national 
emblem of the United Arab Emirates. These majestic birds of prey can be 
experienced in the award-winning tourism program of the Abu Dhabi Falcon 
Hospital, which is one of the main tourist attractions in Abu Dhabi. 

Falcon hospital Abu Dhabi tour 
includes a visit to the two beautiful 
museums and picture taking with 
these majestic birds. 

No meals or soft drinks
included

A minimum of two people per
booking is required

Falcon Hospital Tour
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Mangrove
Tour Abu Dhabi

Spend an enjoyable hour kayaking 
along the beautiful waters of Abu 
Dhabi’s eastern mangrove lagoons.

Take in the natural beauty as you 
paddle along the coastal system. 
Marvel at the variety of wildlife, 
both on land and in the water.

Explore the unique marine eco-system on 
this one-hour mangrove kayaking Abu Dhabi 
tour adventure.
An experienced and knowledgeable team will 
guide you through the mangroves of Abu 
Dhabi and explain the importance of their 
existence within the coastal system. You’ll 
encounter a variety of terrestrial and marine 
life as you paddle through the mangroves.
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99-Minute Corniche and Maya Island Premium Tour 
This exciting 99-minute guided tour gives you a unique perspective of iconic 
UAE sights, which simply can’t be experienced by road. Ride in the comfort 
and safety of our rigid, inflatable ribs whilst our expert guides spark your 
interest with a fascinating array of architectural, historical, and cultural facts 
about Abu Dhabi, its iconic sights and amazing architecture

60-Minute Corniche Tour
There’s no better way to explore Abu Dhabi’s skyline than 
from the water. Start your boat tour in style at the Emirates 
Palace Marina, Get up close and personal to the graceful 
promenade of Abu Dhabi Corniche, and take in the 
incredible 21st-century skyline.

Next, tour the length of the beautiful Corniche, where we 
pause at the timeless Fisherman’s Village. Finally, head out 
into open water to cruise around the incredible artificial 
Lulu Island.

YELLOW BOATS ABU DHABI     

Emirates Palace - Corniche - Lulu Island - Fishermen’s Village
Presidential Palace - Maya Island - Etihad Towers

Emirates Palace - Heritage Village - Etihad Towers 
Corniche - Fishermen’s Village - Lulu Island

Key Sights

Key Sights

No meals or soft drinks included
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Private Car Private Car

Up to 4 pax
Chauffeur Drive

Up to 6 pax
Chauffeur Drive

5 - 10
h
o
u
r
s

On Request

On Request
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Miracle Tourism LLC  ميراكل للسياحة

Fujairah

+971 4 4279874/5
Customerservice.UAE@dtservices.travel

or

Miracle Tourism LLC - Barsha Heights 
Thuraya Tower - Office 901/902/903
P.O.Box: 454348  Dubai, UAE


